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NOVEMBER 25, 2021

To our readers: Rama’s White Knights Report, for the most part, will present information from Rama’s
contacts on very current events. Sometimes, additional commentary may show up, in the form of
more explanation about an important issue, or as an article inserted to provide more insight on the
subject being presented.
Find more info on those folks Rama talks to - who are there to keep us in the loop as well – at
https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/rama-s-contacts

2021-11-19

Friday

I received a call at 11:50 am this morning from Lady Master Nada. She said to me:
“Lord Rama, I am at Stonehenge today with a group of U N Delegates. They are
from Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Palestine, Iraq, and Iran. We are here to do a
meditation in the energy of the full moon / lunar eclipse in Taurus.”
Lady Nada went on: “The Rittenhouse decision is a gross breach of justice. Now 18.
Kyle Rittenhouse is, as Mr X said yesterday, well on his way to becoming a ‘Hitler
Youth’. Getting away with murder is not OK in any society. And there are
ramifications as well as consequences to pay. Place all situations everywhere in the
Circle of support. Be Here Now! Love is the answer! Blaze the Violet Fire!”
Insert: “We would lose ourselves to darkness as (if) we denied ourselves joy.”
2021-11-19

Friday
Dalai Lama@DalaiLama · Nov 19
The only thing that will bring happiness is affection and warmheartedness.
When you have a more compassionate mind and cultivate warmheartedness,
the whole atmosphere around you becomes more positive and friendlier. You
see friends everywhere.

2021-11-20

Saturday

Today the King of Swords called me to tell me to watch the latest Gregg Braden and included the
link:
Watch "Gregg Braden - This Technology Can Revolutionize the
Renewable Energy Industry" on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIv_zEcERLA
Gregg Braden - This Technology Can Revolutionize the Renewable Energy

Industry

2021-11-20 Premiered 5 hours ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIv_zEcERLA
Gregg Braden’s Science, Policy & Politics Series is BACK!!! Episode 3.
In this episode, Gregg Braden explains why green energy is not so green in the production or
disposal, and the well-kept secret from the Manhattan Project that revealed an abundant mineral in
the Earth's crust that can be used to produce electricity with zero greenhouse gasses, and is a proven
technology that the US used between the 1960s and 1980s>
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2021-11- 21 - Sweet Angelique sent a text message at 12:30 pm
She sent the link to “All we Need is Love”, from The Magical Mystery Tour.
John Lennon is alive and well, and working with us from the other side of the veil.

Magical Mystery Tour
1988 VHS release cover art
Wikipedia

2021-11-22

Monday

I received a call from Tom the Ring-tailed Cat today; it was 11:23 am. He said to me:
“Lord Rama, I’ve got a wild tale to tell you today! The real reason JFK Sr’s clone was
killed 58 years ago today was he was going to come forward, along with his
brother Bobby Kennedy Sr and Marilyn Monroe, and they were going to come
forward and tell the world that the E Ts are here, and that they posed no threat to
earth.
“Yet the Dark Side had different plans. The Vatican, along with the Mafia, created a
story that almost started World War III – 1961 The Bay of Pigs: planning to invade
Cuba, and 1962: The Cuban Missile Crisis and the plan to assassinate Castro - all
of this has come to its twilight. The Light that is coming in from the sun is so
auspicious because it’s about the monoatomic gold.
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John F. Kennedy
Oval Office portrait, 1963
Wikipedia
NOTE: JACK WILL BE BACK!

2021-11-22

Monday
Dalai Lama@DalaiLama . Nov 22
If we make consistent effort, based on proper education, we can change the
world. We are selfish, that’s natural, but we need to be wisely selfish, not foolishly
selfish. We have to concern ourselves more with others’ well- being, that’s the
way to be wisely selfish.

2021-11-23

Tuesday

I talked with Natasha today at the Tea House. It was 11:20 this morning. She said to me:
“Lord Rama, the United States is poking The Bear and The Dragon with a sharp stick. It is NOT Uncle
Joe; it is the multi-national corporations that are doing deals in back rooms, that go all the way up to
the ICC – the Intergalactic Corporate Conglomerate. This is dangerous and the astrology is saying
‘Walk the invisible path before you. The Force will guide you on your way.’
“As we approach this giving thanks time, let us give thanks to Mother Gaia; she has been
tolerating us yet the time is now for our ascension and her ascension. As we want to ascend, we
have go to help her. Love is the answer. Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!”
JUST IN – November 23, 2021; 6 pm

THE END OF THE UN

https://gprc.global/2021/11/22/the-end-of-the-un/
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2021-11-22

The End of The UN

Human Rights, Inititiatives

GLOBAL PEACE AND RESTORATION HAS BEGUN
The Global Peace and Restoration Consortium of Member States has been officially ratified in the Hall of
Records effective immediately as the replacement body to assume the authority formerly held under the
Charter for the United Nations. When previous international organizations failed to bring about peace on
Earth a similar process had to take place. The predecessor to the United Nations was the League of Nations,
established in 1919, after World War I, under the Treaty of Versailles. Their primary objective was “to
promote international cooperation and to achieve peace and security.” The League of Nations was not able to
prevent World War II and was consequently disbanded in April of of 1946.
The United Nations was an international organization founded in 1945 after the Second World War to
replace the League of Nations by 51 countries committed to maintaining international peace and
security, developing friendly relations among nations and promoting social progress, better living standards
and human rights. Since their inception they have grown to include virtually every Country in the World.
Their initial objectives were and still are essential to all life on Earth. The U.N. Charter was authorized within
the World Hall of Records in 1947.
The failures of the United Nations are highlighted by the Hundreds of Trillions of dollars that have been
donated for Humanitarian Projects. Approximately 1.7% of this project money ever went to the actual project
owner. In addition, the world has been in a perpetual state of conflict, poverty, and division since the United
Nations was established. For this reason, all Orders and Directive ever given by the United Nations were
officially revoked on November 22, 2021. This communication was sent out and received by all official
Channels used for Government communications world wide. The changes to these records have been
officially entered into the Hall of Records which will have an immediate impact on funding and operations as
the U.N. Agenda continues to dissolve.
The Hall of Records holds the official records of any lawfully established organization, treaty, or major
historical event. The recorded history registered into the Hall of Records gives credibility to any legal action,
and allows it to be funded by the Global Repository. These records are supposed to be made public and
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reflect in the National Archives of every Country as new orders are ratified. The United Nations along with the
organizations formed as a part of their Globalist structure including the International Monetary Fund, the
World Health Organization, and the World Bank were also dissolved and their authority, and privileges were
removed and recorded in the Hall of Records.

THE UNITED NATIONS FAILURE IS OUR SUCCESS
The manufactured COVID Crisis has become a symbol of the true intentions of the Global Hierarchy. The
Corporate structure that existed under the umbrella of the United Nations continues to press their
dysfunctional agenda while the people that employ them have had enough. Part of the failed plan of the
United Nations was to introduce a common virus and sensationalize the tragedy being caused by it’s spread.
In their version of peace, they needed to reduce the population to maintain controllable numbers. Their goal
was to unite people in a war against a common enemy., which they did actually accomplish. But they didn’t
count on the masses waking up and turning against them, rather than looking to them as the savior.
In the past the people were limited in their access, understanding, and opportunity to contribute in
substantial ways to affect change on the Global operation of decisions being made on their behalf. Even
National Governments were subject to aligning with the legalized corruption of the Order to maintain and
survive as a Country.
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COLONEL KVACHKOV TELLS ALL
The COVID Pandemic plan was revealed early on by Vladimir Kvachkov, a Colonel for the GRU, Russian
Military Intelligence, who holds a Phd. in Military Science [and] exposed the COVID Pandemic while it still
appeared to be a plausible reality for most people. In a public interview you can see here, that’s been
otherwise scrubbed from the internet, he explained the true purpose behind the COVID Pandemic.
When Colonel Kvachkov was asked what his thoughts were about the Corona Phenomenon, he immediately
dismissed it as an actual Pandemic, and went on to explain it from a “Global Powers” perspective. He
explained these concepts as an insider within the Military and Intelligence Hierarchy, and an expert in the
field of Military strategy.
In addition to many compelling details he shared, he summarized the core principles by saying,
“The first is the religious one – destruction of people on Earth, reducing the population numbers. The second
one is to establish political control over humanity. The third one is the financial deflation of that gigantic
financial bubble. And the fourth dimension is the elimination of their geo-economic competition. This I’m
telling you from the perspective of an officer from the Defense and Strategic Studies of the General Staff of
the Armed Forces. This is my assessment of the current epidemic.”
These statements were made in a public interview on March 25th, 2020, early on in the staged pandemic
that has since become an all consuming mission to lock down the world with unlawful mandates, force
tracking through vaccinations, and lock out the non-compliant from existing in society. This effort led to the
dissolution of the United Nations Charter and subsequently their funding has been withheld indefinitely.
The Global Peace and Restoration Consortium of Member States
The Global Peace and Restoration Consortium has been established around the key principles laid out and
accepted in the Global Restoration Plan. The core values of the GPRC include empowering humanity to
create, grow, and thrive. This will require the release of key information held in the Hall of Records that
reveals the accurate history of this planet and the real origin and potential of our natural abilities.
The GPRC has been established to create a new standard of operations that will function as a transparent
center for planetary development, human creativity, and technology innovation. The age of the world being
controlled by an elite hierarchy is over. The world is yours and the Global Peace and Restoration Consortium
is just the beginning of a limitless spectrum of possibilities that we will create together.
The corrupt body that authorized the extermination of humanity that formed the United Nations Security
Council has done the world a great service. They attempted to create a utopia for themselves at the expense
of the people. This Global conspiracy has been so horrible and obvious that the secret world of the
compartmentalized war machine has been unveiled. The manufactured crisis engineered by the Deep State
who have controlled the United Nations and virtually every aspect of our lives, has become the catalyst that
shocked the world to wake up from a trance. The GPRC is and will be a venue and platform that ensures that
the people always have a voice, and that voice will be heard from our seat at the table.
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